RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD
DIVISIONAL OFFICE COMPOUND, MUMBAI CENTRAL, MUMBAI-400 008

FINAL SUPPLEMENTARY RESULT: SR.SECTION ENGINEER (P.WAY)

GRADE: Rs.9300-34800-GP.4600

C.E.N.NO.01/2012

Date of issue of Result: 27.08.2014

The result of the Sr.Section Engineer (P.Way) category No.1 (C.E.N. No.1/2012) was declared on 28.03.2014. In supercession to the above, the candidate bearing the following Roll Number though provisionally declared as selected is now disqualified as candidate is not qualified in general merit/community merit list.

24121016027756 TOTAL - 01

This result can also be seen on the website www.rrbmumbai.gov.in

While every care has been taken in preparing the result, the Railway Recruitment Board reserves the right to rectify errors and omissions, if any at a later stage.
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